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Alert! – (video embedded on Ning site under title of “Snow Snake 

Alert!” Have students view this short video sometime prior to the 

beginning of snow snakes on January 27
th

, 2009) 

Snow snakes are in danger of extinction and they need your help!  

Snow snakes have represented an important part of winter for many American 

Indian cultures throughout North America for hundreds of years. Today this 

important link to the past is slipping away due to the rapid increase in technology 

and media drawing attention away from the outdoors, bringing many, if not all 

forms of recreation indoors during the winter months. 

Snow snakes need your help before it is too late! Right now snow snakes are in 

danger of being lost forever. To help ensure that the snow snake tradition will 

continue into the future, they need your help in passing on this traditional 

knowledge.  

Stay tuned for information on how you can do your part to preserve and extend the 

Snow Snake game and tradition for years to come. 
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Snow Snakes 

Program overview 

The purpose of the snow snake adventure learning environment and curriculum is to foster 

historically cultural artifacts while at the same time promoting modern content. To do this, a 

hybrid environment has been developed where a highly interactive web-based interface is 

coupled with face-to-face (F2F) components to bring a highly contextual real-time experience to 

students who participate in the program.  

The snow snake program will commence January 27
th

, 2009. Students will progress from an 

introduction of snow snakes through to development and use of snow snakes during the festival 

on March 14
th

, 2009. At the core of the snow snake program will be a standards based 

curriculum that can be followed during the delivery of the snow snake curriculum within the 

after-school program structure. Curricular components touch upon history, culture, science, 

mathematics, art, and physical education. 

The online environment will provide a place for students and teachers to interact and collaborate 

with other schools participating in the snow snake adventure. There will be many collaboration 

opportunities for those schools involved with the program. The following list is just a small part 

of the potential of this hybrid learning environment: 

 Collaboration zones: students will have specific locations to upload pictures, video, and 

audio documenting their progression through the snow snake construction and learning 

process. 

 Journey Blog: Over the course of the snow snake experience, a class will be selected for 

each week to document their journey through the medium of a blog. The blog will allow 

each class the opportunity to express their successes, struggles and questions pertaining 

to snow snakes. 

 Expert Chat: Each week an expert will join the journey to discuss a certain aspect of 

snow snakes. Experts will include Tribal Elders, Mathematicians, Engineers and 

Scientists. The expert chat will provide an opportunity to students to deepen their 

understanding of content and the significance of snow snakes as a pastime to indigenous 

peoples in climates conducive to Snow Snake engagement. 

 Snow Snake Festival: At a predetermined location for the three showcase schools for the 

first year of the program, a festival exhibiting the hard work of students and teachers will 

result in a festival providing the opportunity to play the game of snow snakes. The three 

schools highlighted for the 2009 program are: Pine Point, Mahnomen, and Naytahwaush 

Community Charter School; all of which can be found on the White Earth Reservation. 
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As the need arises other schools and subsequent festivals will be coordinated at locations 

that make sense geographically. 

The snow snake festival will be a celebration which will have the following ingredients: 

competition, esteemed guests and officials, food, music, art, media (both invited and captured), 

and storytelling. 
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Snow Snake Activities for the Reach for the Sky After-School Program 
 

Objectives: 

Students will: 

 Learn about snow snakes 

 Complete a model snow snake prototype to test design variables 

 Construct a full size competition snow snake 

 Gain an understanding of snow snake history and tradition 

 Participate in the Snow Snake Festival 

Assessment: 

Students will be assessed using the following methods: 

 Data table  

 Snow Snake prototype(s) 

 Snow Snake, full size 

 Participation 

 Pre/Post Test 

 

Standards Addressed: 

 

National Science Education Standards (NRC): Students will develop 

Content Standard B: an understanding of motions and forces 

Content Standard E: abilities of technological design and understanding about science  

                        and technology. 

National Educational Technology Standards:  

1. Creativity and Innovation 

Students demonstrate creative thinking, construct knowledge, and develop innovative 

products and processes using technology. Students: 

a. apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, products, or processes. 

b. create original works as a means of personal or group expression. 

2. Communication and Collaboration 

Students use digital media and environments to communicate and work collaboratively, 

including at a distance, to support individual learning and contribute to the learning of 

others. Students: 

a. interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, experts, or others employing a 

variety of digital environments and media. 

b. communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences using a 

variety of media and formats. 

c. develop cultural understanding and global awareness by engaging with learners 

of other cultures. 

d. contribute to project teams to produce original works or solve problems. 

3. Research and Information Fluency 

Students apply digital tools to gather, evaluate, and use information. Students: 

b. locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, and ethically use information 

from a variety of sources and media. 
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c. evaluate and select information sources and digital tools based on the 

appropriateness to specific tasks. 

d. process data and report results. 

4. Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making 

Students use critical thinking skills to plan and conduct research, manage projects, solve 

problems, and make informed decisions using appropriate digital tools and resources. 

Students: 

c. collect and analyze data to identify solutions and/or make informed decisions. 

d. use multiple processes and diverse perspectives to explore alternative solutions. 

5. Digital Citizenship 

Students understand human, cultural, and societal issues related to technology and 

practice legal and ethical behavior. Students: 

a. advocate and practice safe, legal, and responsible use of information and 

technology. 

b. exhibit a positive attitude toward using technology that supports collaboration, 

learning, and productivity. 

c. demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning. 

6. Technology Operations and Concepts 

Students demonstrate a sound understanding of technology concepts, systems, and 

operations. Students: 

a. understand and use technology systems. 

 

Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM): Students will 

 

FROM THE Grade 3-5 standards 
 formulate questions that can be addressed with data and collect, organize, and display relevant 

data to answer them. 

 design investigations to address a question and consider how data-collection methods affect the 

nature of the data set. 

 collect data using observations, surveys, and experiments. 

 develop and evaluate inferences and predictions that are based on data. 

 propose and justify conclusions and predictions that are based on data and design studies to 

further investigate the conclusions or predictions. 

 understand measurable attributes of objects and the units, systems, and processes of 

measurement. 

 understand such attributes as length, area, weight, volume, and size of angle and select the 

appropriate type of unit for measuring each attribute. 

  understand the need for measuring with standard units and become familiar with standard units 

in the customary and metric systems. 

 apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems. 

 monitor and reflect on the process of mathematical problem solving. 

 develop and evaluate mathematical arguments and proofs. 

 communicate the mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers, teachers, and others. 

 use the language of mathematics to express mathematical ideas precisely. 
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Snow Snake Logistics  

 

Overall things to keep in mind (as things arise please add to this list and share with 

the authors upon completion of snow snakes). 

 

 Have students work in pairs or groups of three 

 Each student will have the opportunity to make a full size snow snake if they 

choose. 

 Each team needs to have at least two competition snow snakes 

 Prototypes can be made until supplies run out or the usefulness of the 

activity has expired.  

 As further materials are needed, i.e. paint, please purchase and give receipts 

to either Gill Roehrig or Brant Miller for reimbursement. 
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Snow Snakes at a Glance 

 
First – Introduce snow snakes to students using PowerPoint presentation from 

Snow Snake workshop. Watch video “Snow Snakes from out East”. Discuss both 

items and have students ask questions on Ning. Questions will be answered during 

live chat during the second day of snow snakes. 

 

Second – Snow Snake Prototype Construction and Testing 

 

Third – Full Scale Snow Snake Construction 

 

Fourth – Skill Development 

 

Finally – Snow Snake Festival 
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Technology 
 

We will continue to use Ning and the website: http://reachforthesky0809.ning.com/ 

for our Snow Snake curriculum piece of the overarching RFTS after school 

program. The online environment will take on extra importance as we strive to 

connect with each site in a meaningful way. To do this we will be utilizing four 

features within the Ning environment to meet these ends. What follows is explicit 

instructions on what each site should plan on doing to make Snow Snake a huge 

success: 

 Photo and video uploads: It will be important to see how each site is 

progressing through the prototype and full scale phases of snow snake 

construction and testing. To do this each site is strongly encouraged to take 

photos and videos daily of activities and post online. An extension to the 

overall curriculum could be the editing of videos before posting using video 

editing software such as iMovie. The more frequently that photos and video 

are uploaded the more momentum we will build toward the festival for the 

three sites. 

 Blogging: Each site will be responsible for blogging about their progress for 

a total of two weeks. The tentative schedule will be Mahnomen, weeks 1 

and 4; Naytahwaush weeks, 2 and 5; and Pine Point weeks, 3 and 6. This 

task can be delegated in a variety of ways. What is important is that during 

that week, the site responsible for that week blogs everyday in which they 

are working on snow snakes. By doing so, each site is able to monitor the 

progress of the other sites which promotes friendly competition and 

community building. Everyone is working toward the same festival goal and 

the opportunity to showcase their efforts. 

 Expert chats: This mechanism is in an experimental phase. The plan is for 

Brant to notify each participating site of the scheduled expert chat. There 

will be three chats total and there format will be to begin with a short video 

of a topic relating to snow snakes followed by a synchronous chat online 

using the Ning chat tool. At each site the instructor will field questions from 

their respective students and choose the best question to post online. At 

which time the expert will author a reply. This will go back and forth in this 

manner for the period of one half hour. Stay tuned to emails and the Ning 

site for these events. 

http://reachforthesky0809.ning.com/
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                             Part I: Background 

Time requirement: 1 day 

 

Materials needed: 

 “Snow Snakes from out East” video (on Ning) 

 Historical readings (on Ning in the “Resources” blog post) 

 

Rationale/Goal: 

Students will  

 become familiar with the game of snow snakes 

 gain a historical perspective of snow snakes as played by a variety of tribes 

 

Suggested Procedure: 

1. Begin with a KWL sequence. KWL is a pedagogical technique that is often used to begin 

a lesson or activity and helps promote a deeper understanding of a subject matter by 

students and provides a gauge on student understanding for teachers. “K” stands for what 

students know about snow snakes. Lead a discussion on the topic, writing student 

thoughts and ideas on the board. 

2. “W” stands for what students want to learn about snow snakes. This may have already 

been done through the “alert” video and the posting of questions on the Ning site. 

Generate questions on the board. Write down both K and W discussion points for later 

use. “L” stands for what students learned. This portion of KWL is done at the end of a 

lesson or activity. For our purposes, the “L” will be done prior to the Snow Snake 

Festival. 

3. Discuss select parts of the historical readings with students 

4. Watch video (Snow Snakes from out East) 

 

Closing: 

 Discuss the overall Snow Snake sequence of activities, i.e. prototype construction and 

testing; full size snow snake construction and testing; body mechanics and skill 

development; and festival.  

 

Assessment:  

 Student engagement and questioning 

  

Lesson Extension: 

 n/a 
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Part II: Snow Snake Prototype Construction and Testing 

Time requirement: 3-4 days 

Goals: 

To develop participants' intuitive understandings about the science principles involved in 

how objects interact while gliding/sliding across ice and snow to a level where the 

participants can consciously use that knowledge to design and test the attributes of a 

snow snake using a prototype 

Essential Questions: 

How can using a prototype resolve questions of design?  

Unit Questions: 

• How does an object glide/slide across ice with the least amount of friction? What 

scientific principles are involved in this process? 

• What are unique attributes of a snow snake in how it interacts with snow or ice 

compared to other objects such as skates, skis, and toboggans? 

• Which engineering attributes combine to make the most effective snow snake design? 

Assessments: 

• As a team, participants will demonstrate the capacity to develop, test, and measure 

various prototype designs of a snow snake. 

• As a team, participants can present before their peers a coherent justification, based 

upon tested variables, why a selected design(s) for the development of a full scale snow 

snake was chosen. 

Activities: 

Overview: 

The series of lessons and activities move through a cycle of research, design, test, decide, 

leading to the design and test phase in the next cycle of lessons. 

Research Phase - Scientific Elements of Skating, Skiing, and Tobogganing  

Design Phase - Concept of a prototype (Online Chat); Organizing materials 

Test Phase - Prototype development & Testing 
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Decision Phase leading to a new Design-Test cycle - Continued Testing & decision- 

making 

General Content Background 

Scientific Concepts: (Develop a short paragraph about the concept and how it applies to the 

student's thinking in this set of lessons) 

Friction – can be defined as “surface resistance to relative motion, as of a body sliding or 

rolling”. For the snow snake project, friction will be a very important concept. How we 

address the concept of friction with our snow snakes will dictate how well our snow 

snakes travel on the surfaces of snow or ice. What can be done to a snow snake to 

increase or reduce friction?  

Surface Area – is the cumulative area associated with all surfaces of an object. For 

example think of a sugar cube intact versus a sugar cube crushed into pieces. Which one 

has more surface area? Now, relate surface area of a snow snake, in particular the surface 

area where a snow snake will touch the surface of either snow or ice, to how this would 

affect the overall performance of the snow snake. How does friction factor into the 

overall surface area of an object? 

Weight – can be defined as “the amount or quantity of heaviness or mass; amount a thing 

weighs”. How might weight affect the performance of a snow snake? Students will need 

to consider the ideal weight of a snow snake that will provide momentum once thrown 

and subsequently project the snow snake a maximum distance down the track. Too much 

weight and the snow snake may be too heavy for the thrower, therefore not traveling very 

far. Too little weight and the snow snake may not be able to keep its intended course and 

slow easily once friction interferes. The placement of weight upon a snow snake will also 

be critical. Placing weight, in the form of metal, clay, or another material, on or in the 

snow snake must be carefully considered.  

Pressure – can be defined as “the exertion of force upon a surface by an object, fluid, 

etc., in contact with it”. How will the weight of a snow snake affect the pressure which is 

exerted upon a surface creating friction between the snow snake and the track? Do we 

want to minimize or maximize this pressure? 

Force – can be defined as “physical power or strength possessed by a living being”. As 

students practice the mechanics of throwing a snow snake they will work to use that force 

in an efficient manner that will propel the snow snake in the desired direction.  

Variable – A variable can be defined as “something that may or does vary; a variable 

feature or factor”. Many variables will be considered when constructing snow snakes. 
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How students address each variable and the interaction of variables within an individual 

snow snake will dictate ultimate success. But remember, there will be many definitions of 

success. For example, the snow snake that travels the farthest may not be the most artistic 

and vice versa.  

Properties and states of Water – water can take on a variety of forms: liquid, solid, and 

gas for our purposes. The condition of water as it comes in contact with the surface of a 

snow snake will greatly affect the snow snake’s travel. By having an understanding of 

how winter transportation/recreational devices work (i.e. skates, skis, toboggan, etc.), 

students will be able to transfer concepts to other mediums, in this case snow snakes. 

Mathematical Concepts: 

Problem Solving - Problem solving is at the core of any mathematical learning and is 

integrated into all scientific and engineering activity. According to the National Council 

of Teachers of Mathematics, problem solving is about the acquisition of "ways thinking, 

habits of persistence and curiosity, and confidence in unfamiliar situation that will serve 

them [the student] well outside of the mathematics classroom" (p. 52, Principles & 

Standards). During this project, students will need to constantly confront design 

decisions, use data and personal knowledge of the science and engineering process to 

develop a workable design of a snow snake. Tapping into students' intuitive knowledge 

and drawing out that thinking so that the students can act consciously to reflect and test 

their ideas is a large part of the teacher role in fostering this problem-solving 

environment. 

Reasoning & Proof - As students begin to test ideas, they will make conjectures about 

how and why materials are interacting in a certain manner. Adjusting the variables to be 

more or less of a certain level will occur. Making conjectures more public allows for new 

discovery and pursuit of investigation. As a team member, the students will need to state 

their assertions, their position based upon evidence. The other team members will need to 

evaluate these mathematical arguments and prove to each other, to themselves, and 

eventually other teams that the reasoning of their arguments are valid. Mathematics is a 

social process. Justification and proof is the pinnacle of that process. 

Communication - The cooperative nature of this phase of the design process inherently 

requires students to communicate individual thoughts and negotiate emerging knowledge 

about both the science and the mathematics. Ideas become mote clarified. Conjectures 

become more refined. With the discussion out in the public arena, students can profit 

from being a part of the discussion. You as the teacher can more readily monitor student 

thinking, assess the level of understanding, and then to decide to probe and test the level 

of understanding as you draw out intuitive ideas and help make them become more 
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explicit. The presentations to peers will require students to organize the test results and 

make public the decision-making process that results in a final design. The role of the 

teacher in both these small group and public settings is to ensure a level of emotional 

safety so that classroom discourse is productive and engaging. 

Connections - For knowledge to become understood and productive, it must be 

connected to other ideas. Otherwise the knowledge is mere trivia and typically remains 

untapped in new learning situations. Activating prior knowledge in order to expand to 

related yet new thoughts is essential. How do various winter travel tools (skates, skis, 

toboggans) work? What are common attributes that might be shared with snow snakes? 

How do the scientific and mathematical ideas fit together in order to engineer an effective 

design? What have they learned in the classroom that would help them in this extended 

day environment? How does the data inform a conclusion? The role of the teacher is to 

help draw out and foster these connections in an active manner. It in these situations 

when connections are made and "Oh, now I get it!" is heard.  

Representation - The act to testing various prototypes requires each team of students to 

represent their findings. Selecting, applying, and translating design decisions will require 

students to represent their thinking to a public. The prototypes, themselves, are 

mathematical models representing various possible designs. The final presentation will 

require students to make a drawn mathematical model of a final design decision based 

upon the collected evidence. In each case, the students will be required to represent 

models of their thinking in numerical, drawn, and physical form. This is an essential 

mathematical process.   

Data Analysis - All through the process of testing various prototypes, students will need 

to address how they are going to keep track of the information collected in a systematic 

manner, i.e., they will need to collect data. They will need to organize, display, and 

interpret the data in order to make decisions and ask new questions. From this data they 

will need to predict which design elements are more important than others and which 

design elements are to be included in a final design. 

Measurement - At each stage of the testing of prototypes, students will need to make 

various measurements, some estimated, some more exact, of various attributes of the 

design elements. At the more estimated level, students may need to add more or less 

weight, distribute weight more or less evenly, etc. At a more exacting level, students will 

need to measure distance to compare the performance of one prototype over another. 

Students will need to decide when a more informal or precise measure is critical and what 

form of standard measure to use. The teacher's role is to challenge student thinking over 

these decisions of precision and unit. What is the consequence, if any, of the decision 

made?  
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 Research Phase 

 Scientific Elements of Skating, Skiing, and Tobogganing 

Unit Questions: 

• How does an object glide/slide across ice with the least amount of friction? What 

scientific principles are involved in this process? 

• What are unique attributes of a snow snake in how it interacts with ice compared to 

other objects such as skates, skis, and toboggans? 

Materials: 

 • An ice skate, a ski, and a toboggan (if possible) 

 • Computers, Internet access, computer projection capability 

 • Access to an outdoor ice area (if possible and if desired)  

 • Paper and pencils to record lists of ideas 

Prior Decisions: 

• Students will work in cooperative groups of 2-3 for this phase of the project. You need 

to decide in advance how you wish to have these teams formed. Are you making the 

teams? The students? Plan for this aspect of the process and incorporate the team 

formation into the time you have for this first day's work.  

• Plan for the technology aspect of the students retrieving the research materials from the 

website  

• Plan for how to collect, store, and retrieve each team's notes, drawings, and data 

 Connection to previous lesson(s): 

• Online history of what a snow snake is and its cultural place in the Anishinaabe and 

other native communities 

• YouTube video clip of an adult snow snake competition 

Activity One: Opening Discussion  

• State to the group of students, "We are going to begin to test different designs for 

making a snow snake that we can use in a traditional competition. To get us thinking 

about what makes a good design, we need to think about how objects in general work on 
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ice and snow. We want to closely inspect what makes each of them work and if what 

makes them work well will also help us design a snow snake that works really well.   

• Using the ice skate, the ski, and the toboggan, ask the question, "What are these objects 

and what do these objects have in common with how a snow snake works? Is the snow 

snake more like one of these objects than the others? 

      The intent of the opening questions to activate prior knowledge the students already 

understand about the general workings of these objects as they interact with ice or snow.  

• Ask, "How does the ski (or skate, or toboggan) actually work on snow/ice? Why is it 

designed the way it is? Note which attributes of the object the students attend to.  Is their 

knowledge about the mechanics of how the object works? Or are their comments getting 

to some of the scientific concepts behind how the object works? Probe and prompt their 

level of understanding. 

• State, "Today's objective is to research the science behind how each of these three 

objects work. In your teams you need to go online, individually read the background 

material on each of these pieces of equipment (found on Ning site under resource in blog 

section), then work together to figure out how to explain to the whole group how the 

objects work on snow and ice. Be prepared to explain each piece of equipment. Each of 

you in the group has to be prepared to give that explanation so make sure everyone in the 

group is capable of explaining. Also, there are two big questions at the end of the web 

page. As a team, write down your ideas about how the snow snakes are the same or 

different. Be prepared with that list to present to the larger group.  So… 

  … read individually, 

 … explain to each other how each one works, 

 … prepare everyone in the group to report to the whole group, 

 … write up a list of ideas on the two big ideas. 

• Get in your teams and begin. 

Activity Two: Student Research on Snow Equipment 

• Monitor student thinking. Encourage individuals to ask about any vocabulary. 

Encourage interaction among team members in discussing vocabulary, reactions to the 

information about specific equipment, and to clarify statements about how and why 

something works. Allow the groups to physically look at the demonstration equipment 

you have at the front of the classroom as an aid to understanding how the equipment 

works. 
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• Push the conversation to focus on the design of the equipment and how that design 

takes advantage of the science of gliding/sliding on ice and snow.  

• Transition groups to enter the discussion and presentation preparation stage. Transition 

each group to make sure they have captured ideas about the two big questions on snow 

snakes listed on the website. They need this list later in this series of lessons. 

Activity Three: Student Presentations and Findings on Predictions of Which Attributes of 

Snow Snakes to Test 

• Select groups at random to present how one of the pieces of equipment works. Allow 

them to use the physical model to help in their explanation. Have other groups add detail 

that they feel would be beneficial to understanding how that piece of equipment works. 

Again, push presenters and contributors to become more focused on the design elements 

and how the various elements take advantage of the science. 

• Have groups present about specific questions from the website about how the snow 

snake works the same as the other equipment and may be uniquely different. This list of 

attributes (differences and similarities) should be charted and saved as reference material 

as the students now enter the prototype lesson. From this list should come ideas about is 

shape (birds-eye view - length & width), shape (side view), weight distribution… Save 

this work as evidence of student thinking and a source for organizing prototypes for 

testing. 
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Design & Test Phase 

Organizing, Building, Testing, Analyzing 

Unit Questions: 

• How does an object glide/slide across ice with the least amount of friction? What 

scientific principles are involved in this process? 

• What are unique attributes of a snow snake in how it interacts with ice and snow? 

• Which engineering attributes combine to make the most effective snow snake design? 

• How does data from prototype testing inform the final design process? 

Materials: 

 • Computers, Internet access, computer projection capability 

 • Paper and pencils to record lists of ideas (includes recording chart - online?) 

 • Craft Sticks: wide and narrow 

 • Chop sticks 

 • Modeling clay 

 • Sandpaper (different coarseness)  

 • Testing track and launching devise (fingers) 

 • Measuring tape (optional) 

 • Toothpicks & labels (for marking one prototype from another) 

 • Large sheets of graph paper 

 • Sample wood blanks from which a snow snake would be carved 

Prior Decisions: 

• Students will continue to work in cooperative groups of 2-3 for this phase of the project. 

Plan for this aspect of the process and incorporate the team information, review of team 

work ethics, etc. into the time you have for this next two days' work.  
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• Plan for the technology aspect of the students retrieving the research materials from the 

website, watching an expert videotape on prototypes, and sending questions to the expert 

for a response. 

• Consider if you want to come up with a prototype using the same materials as the 

students to demonstrate how it will work on the test track. The alternative is to wait until 

one group has made one prototype and demonstrate how that works on the test track. 

• Plan for how you are going to stagger teams to test prototypes on the test track. Will 

they all watch each other? Will you have one group test their first models while other 

teams are still building then send that group back to design and build more while the next 

group comes forward?   

• Plan for how you want team members to pick up building supplies and sanding tools. 

Are their safety tips that need reviewing? 

• Plan for how to collect, store, and retrieve each team's notes, drawings, data, and 

prototypes. Storing prototypes for day two will be necessary. 

 Connection to previous lesson(s): 

• Prior day's reading on how different equipment interacts with snow and ice 

• Prior day's lists and charts of how a snow snake might work, and the unique design and 

engineering aspects of a snow snake 

Activity One: Opening Discussion  

• Summarize for the group, Yesterday you all looked at how skis, ice skates, and 

toboggans work on snow and ice. You compared these pieces of equipment to how a snow 

snake might work. Teams came up with a list attributes that might make for a good snow 

snake. Today we are going to begin testing those ideas by building a prototype. A 

prototype is a model of an object that has the same features of the real object but might 

be much smaller, made with materials that are inexpensive so that changes can be 

quickly made, etc. We could make different individual models of snow snakes and test 

them but that would take a lot of work and a lot of time and we will waste a lot of our 

good wood. So we are going to build and test small prototypes using simple craft sticks 

and modeling clay so we can try and test many, many ideas out. If something doesn't 

work well, we discard that model and quickly make some others. That's the beauty of 

early prototypes. 

• Discussion around the idea of a prototype - (As questions or comments arise, chart 

those items that are worth following through with an email conversation with Tamara.)   
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Activity Two: Demonstrating Materials for Building Prototypes 

Yesterday you came up with lists of ideas that might make a snow snake that would really 

move far down the course. Here is how we get to test those ideas. 

 - Review the materials with which the teams of students will get to work. 

- Demonstrate how teams can use the sand paper or other sanding equipment to 

the shape of the craft sticks 

- Demonstrate how the modeling clay can be used to add weight/load to the snow 

snake 

• Discuss the importance of keeping track of what design features each prototype has and 

label each one so the team can keep track of each one. The goal is at the end is to come 

up with the best combination. If the team doesn't keep track of the design features, the 

decision making process will be a mess. 

      Display the online recording sheet. To get you started, on the website is a 

recording sheet with some test ideas. Let's look at that chart and see how it helps.  

 Summary: 

  … Keep track of the design elements 

  … Physically label each prototype. 

… Record the distance on each snow snake model to remember how far 

each one went.  

… Form your teams and send one member up to the table to get building 

materials. Send a second member to get sanding equipment. (Or whatever 

system of pick up you have devised.) 

Activity Three: Building & Testing Prototypes 

• Monitor students work and thinking. Encourage individuals to ask about any design 

combinations. What predictions might they make about each design. Encourage 

interaction among team members in discussing predictions, reactions to each others 

conjectures, and to clarify statements about how and why something might work.  

• Push the conversation to focus on the design of each prototype and how that design 

takes advantage of the science of how a snow snake might glide/slide on ice and snow.  
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• Oversee the labeling and data collection of each design so that groups get in the early 

habit documenting their work. If a prototype was tested and a decision is made to make 

revisions, labeling the revised version as, for example, “P2" or "Pb" to distinguish the 

line of development will be necessary so in the end teams can keep track of their ideas.  

• Transition groups to come to the testing track to test, record, and discuss/analyze 

results. In the analysis of the results, get the team to discuss their original predictions, 

their observations of what actually happened, and project what revisions to the design 

might be in order. Have teams record their data, then return to their stations to develop 

further prototypes or revise to test again. 

Note: This Design, Test, Analyze, Revise, Test cycle will carry over two days. Leave 

time at the end of the first day to have all teams: 

 - Review what has been working well  

 - Offer suggestions to other teams for how to use test equipment 

 - Write any questions to Tamara Moore for her to respond to by the next day 

 - Store labeled prototypes securely 

 - Make sure all data is collected and stored securely 

Activity Four: Review of Previous Day's Work 

• Review previous day's work and any comments about tool usage and restocking, etc. 

• Review online responses from Dr. Moore and discuss meanings and implications 

• Have teams renew their design-testing efforts 

Activity Five: Analysis of Results - Selecting Designs for Full Scale Development 

• Using the data collected from the various testing events, each team needs to decide 

which design elements it is selecting for a full scale snow snake(s).  

• Each team should decide if: (1) it will have one snow snake for the group or one for 

each team member; (2) if each member will have their own will each be of the same 

engineering design or will the group have a couple of designs to test at the full scale 

level; (3) if the multiple designs are to be chosen, upon what testing data is the team 

using to select a design?  
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• Teams prepare a presentation of their prototype testing results and design selection 

criteria to other teams. Discuss similarities and differences in prototype testing results. Is 

there some common agreement or not?  

• Lest concerns for giving away "trade secrets" arise, discuss the variables that might 

arise in different individuals launching the same snow snake design. As each snow snake 

is handmade, there will be variation in craftsmanship, throwing technique… Discuss 

other variations that might occur.  

• Also, consider the final competition rules. Each team's scores will help build a total 

score for the school site. It will pay to make sure everyone's snow snake is made well and 

everyone helps each other to learn how to throw well. 

Activity Six: Full Scale Design Specifications 

• Each team gets a large sheet of graph paper for each snow snake design it has chosen 

(Note if multiple copies of the same design has been decided upon, only one sheet is 

necessary. Only if different designs are selected that different specification drawings need 

to be developed.) 

• Teams need to draw a top and side view of their snow snake design indicating the 

outline shape, curvatures, where wood would be thinned or left intact, etc. Demonstrating 

on the board via a few key sketches may be worthwhile for you to do so students will 

understand the role of "blueprint" drawings have in an engineering department.  

• Store drawings for the next phase of the project.  
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Part III: Snow Snake Design and Construction 
Time requirement: 2-3 weeks 

 

Materials needed: Snow Snake blanks, sandpaper, paint, miscellaneous waxes and weighting 

material 

 

Rationale/Goal: 

Students will  

•  Construct a Snow Snake to be used for the Snow Snake Festival/Competition 

• What are unique attributes of a snow snake in how it interacts with ice and snow? 

•  Which engineering attributes combine to make the most effective snow snake design? 

      •  How does data from prototype testing inform the final design process? 

 

Suggested Procedure: 

5. Ask students to reflect upon their experience with designing and testing Snow Snake 

prototypes. What characteristics of the prototype snow snakes were most successful in 

propelling or allowing forward progress down the prototype track? Discuss 

6. Explain to students that from the prototype experience they are to construct a full size 

Snow Snake that exhibits those characteristics that they found to be successful in the 

prototype testing phase. 

7. Discuss materials available – snow snake blanks, sandpaper, paint, etc. 

8. Ask students how they think paint or other finishing materials will affect the performance 

of a snow snake? Here we want to push student thinking to consider properties associated 

with materials applied to their snow snakes and the consequent friction levels. 

9. Explain to students that if they would like their snow snake cut to a certain length or 

modified in some way beyond what is possible with sand paper that they may make clear 

marks on the Snow Snake blank and that those cuts will be made by an adult with the 

appropriate saw or power tool. 

10. Once student teams have selected their blanks they may begin the process of preparing 

their snow snake first through sanding progressively from rough to fine grit sandpaper 

and then to painting and decorating their snow snakes in ornamentation that is 

meaningful to them individually or as a team. 

11. Monitor group work as it progresses through the aforementioned stages. Motivate and 

encourage students to work towards the festival where their snow snakes will be on 

display for all to see and enjoy. 

 

Closing: 

 Discuss careful transporting and storage of completed snow snakes so that they are in 

their most pristine condition prior to festival competitions. Precautions to be taken can 

include wrapping snow snake(s) in protective material such as cloth or newspaper; 

placing snow snakes in a protective case made out of cardboard or plastic; and general 

care taken with snow snakes to ensure all the hard work put forth during the 

ornamentation phase remains. 
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Assessment:  

 Each student or team has successfully constructed a snow snake. 

o Success will be when adequate effort has been made on the preparation of snow 

snake blank to modify shape in preparation for ornamentation. 

o Ornamentation included multiple colors of paint, patterns, additional materials 

(optional) and clear time and effort put forth 

o A competition ready snow snake 

  

Lesson Extension: 

 Explore and discuss Snow Snake designs and traditions of tribes from around the country, 

see excerpt from: Games of the North American Indians pp. 339-420. If interested, 

encourage students to build a Snow Snake consistent with design characteristics of a tribe 

different then the ones represented in Minnesota and Wisconsin. Explain that this is to be 

done on their own time with their own resources but that they will be welcome to 

showcase their additional snow snake during the festival. 
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Part IV: Snow Snake Mechanics 
 

Time requirement: 2 days 

 

Materials needed: Gym space; nerf balls, yard/meter sticks, a target 

 

Rationale/Goal: 

Students will  

 Become proficient at hitting a target using different throwing techniques 

 Understand that the mechanics used in this practice phase will transfer to throwing snow 

snakes. 

 Understand that proper stretching and nutrition will maximize their chances for success. 

 

Suggested Procedure: 

Day 1 

1. Explain to students that today we will practice the throwing motion which will be used to 

throw snow snakes. 

2. Explain that nerf balls will be used first and yard/meter sticks will be used second. 

3. Explain that the nerf balls will allow for proper throwing mechanics of a side or slightly 

under hand throwing motion with the goal of hitting a predetermined target, such as a 

brick on the wall or cone.  

4. Have student get in lines or line up across a half court line and take turns throwing 

toward the target. Make sure all students are done throwing before nerf balls are 

retrieved.  

5. Have students explore different throwing motions to find one that feels and works best 

fro them. 

6. Clean up all materials when activity is complete. 

Day 2 

1. Much the same as day 1.  

2. Explain to students that instead of throwing nerf balls at a target that today we will be 

throwing yard/meter sticks. 

3. The objective is to become familiar with techniques in throwing a Snow Snake.  

4. Emphasize proper hand placement – index finger at the end, thumb on top, rest of the 

fingers below.  

5. Have students think about transferring the throwing motion from the session before with 

nerf balls to now throwing a snow snake, or in this case a yard/meter stick. 

6. Have students aim for a point at the bottom of a wall, say a brick, and throw the 

yard/meter stick as smoothly as possible, attempting to hit their target.  

7. Again, emphasize that no one is to retrieve their yard/meter stick until everyone is done 

throwing.  

8. Repeat until students are proficient or teachers have run out of patience. 

 

Closing: 

 Discuss what worked and did not work in terms of throwing items and accuracy of 

thrown items 
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Assessment:  

 Students staying on task and making reasonable to significant effort in exploring body 

mechanics as it relates to the motion of throwing snow snakes. 

  

Lesson Extension:  

 To extend this beyond the gymnasium, clear off a path outside to emulate a snow snake 

track similar to what will be used for the festival. Making the path will require shovels 

and coordination, possible one day. After path/track is made at the school site feel free to 

practice actually throwing snow snakes at your site track. This can be done indefinitely 

working towards the festival. 
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Part V: Snow Snake Festival 
 

When:  March 14
th

, 2009  

10AM to 1PM with feast to follow 

Where: Pinehurst 
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Part VI: Additional Snow Snake Activities 

 

Deciding the Snow Snake Champion!?! 

Pre-Instructional Considerations 

Key Concepts - Data Collection, Analyzing Central Tendencies (Mean, Median, Mode), Standard 

Deviation 

NCTM Standards -In grades 5-8, the mathematics curriculum should include exploration of statistics in 

real-world situations so that students can-- 

* systematically collect, organize, and describe data; 

* construct, read, and interpret tables, charts, and graphs; 

* make inferences and convincing arguments that are based on data analysis; 

* evaluate arguments that are based on data analysis; 

* develop an appreciation for statistical methods as powerful means for decision making. 

Objectives - The students will be able to recognize that certain central tendencies are better measures 

than others in different situations. They will learn what the standard deviation of a data set is and how it is 

used to translate a given data set. 

Duration - 2 to 3 45-minute class periods 

Grouping - 2 - 4 students per group 

Special Arrangements - Setting up the classroom to maximize the group work’s potential is 

recommended. 

References -

http://www.math.gatech.edu/~bourbaki/1700/DescriptiveStatistics/MeasuringCentralTend.html 

http://www.mathsisfun.com/standard-deviation.html 

Materials- A means to calculating the standard deviation of a data set (This is available on scientific 

calculators, spreadsheet software, statistical software, and websites such 

ashttp://invsee.asu.edu/srinivas/stdev.html), standard classroom presentation equipment 

Implementation 

Guiding Question - What is the standard deviation of a data set and how does it help in the analysis of 

that data set? 

http://www.math.gatech.edu/~bourbaki/1700/DescriptiveStatistics/MeasuringCentralTend.html
http://invsee.asu.edu/srinivas/stdev.html
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Procedure-Scenario: Team Blackhawks are playing against the team White Bear in snow snakes. Before 

the game there is a discussion of what is the best way of scoring each team in their throws. They already 

decided that each player will toss their snake in a round and there will be three rounds with the team that 

wins two of the three rounds declared the winner. 

Group Discussion: Within your group, think of three ways that the teams could use to combine the three 

distances that one team throws into one score (Hint: Consider the central tendencies of a data set). 

Class Discussion: After the students discuss ways to score a team, make a list of the ideas that they came 

up with. The students will come up with answers such as “Use the longest distance”, “Add the three 

scores”, and “Average the distances”. Lead a class discussion on the pros and cons of each item on the 

list. Conclude the discussion by stating that the class needs to explore the idea of using the average as a 

scoring method more deeply. (A discussion on why summing and averaging the scores are equivalent is 

also a possibility in this segment) 

Group Activity: 

Set 1: 28m, 32m, 36m  

Set 2: 10m, 12m, 74m 

Set 3: 3m, 30m, 63m 

Set 4: 9m, 43m, 44m 

Set 5: 22m, 33m, 41m 

Graph the five data sets of snow snakes scores above on number lines from 0 to 80 in ten meter 

increments. (The teacher might want to create a hand-out with these number lines) 

Just by observing the plots on the number lines, which set would you say is the best set of three throws?  

Now find the averages of each set of three distances. Within your group, find a reason to present to the 

rest of the class on why each of these different sets of numbers can have the same average.  

Class Discussion: After each group presents their findings, conclude that the average can be misleading 

because it does not tell how much spread is present in the data set. Introduce the Standard Deviation as a 

measure of how spread out the data is in a set. 

Group Activity: Have each group calculate standard deviations for the five sets and draw their own 

conclusions on how these standard deviations correlate to the spread of the data in each set. 

 


